PERSPECTIVES
Below is the list of perspectives that you need to use when you answer any question or topic. You
do not need to incorporate all of them BUT at least four should be used. Notice how they are
identified individually. They can be combined with any perspective to give you a better grasp on
what you are trying to convey. Do not forget to use ISPICE in your answer. ISPICE are the examples
needed to prove the Perspectives that have been chosen are accurate.
Remember you should not use the term Progress vs. Equity. NEVER PUT ____ vs.____!!! You need
to identify the topic and determine whether the topic is showing ______ or not in one sentence and
the next sentence should discuss if the outcome was __________.
Example - Topic is an example of (choose perspective) because (give explanation).
DON’T SAY ISPICE!!! Choose example shows (choose one of the concepts of ISPICE) and then
explain how (can possibly use Perspectives when discussing ISPICE).
Higher Thinking - Combine ISPICE with Perspectives - (Topic or example) is showing social progress
because the topic or example is (give explanation).
The idea of slavery allowed for economic progress for the Europeans since Africans would be seen
as property and enslaved for life. Their off spring would be born into slavery and soon their African
culture and way of life would be lost. The Europeans were liberal towards the idea of slavery
because it strengthened the European economy. The Africans who would be enslaved would not be
treated fairly and would never progress within this unjust system.

List of Perspectives.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Progress
Emotion
Equity
Logic
Debatable (grey)
Spiritual
By any means necessary (Malcolm)
Find a word or phrase to show this
concept.
8. Want

9. Placed Limitations (Martin) Find a
word or phrase to show this concept.
10. Wrong
11. Liberal
12. Conservative
13. Right
14. Need
15. Secular

